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THEME
WHY FAIRY TALES?
The theme of this magazine comes from
Scribenda, our summer essay contest. This
year we asked students to write on the subject “Do we ever outgrow fairly tales?”

We are publishers whose goal is making
high quality classical Christian curriculum accessible, affordable, and flexible
for the Christian homeschooler.

C. S. Galbreath’s winning essay is featured
in this magazine, and Dr. Jonathan McIntosh, a Tolkien specialist, also wrote on
this theme. Fairly tales are an important
part of the culture handed down to us, and
an effective means of education for children. Enjoy the magazine!

QUESTIONS
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WHAT IS

DIGRESSIO?

The rabbit trail isthe point!

O

ne of the pitfalls of modern education is the
modern exam. It shapes what students think
is important as they fixate on the review sheet,
with its facts, dates, and summaries.
Wes Callihan is famous for telling his students that
“The rabbit trail i s the point!” As today’s “education experts” continue to develop standardized testing and
students prove that they are being educated by filing
circles in a sheet, Wes returns to the medieval notion
of the Digressio. A Digressio (or “rabbit trail”) is a tangent related to the main subject at hand. It was used by
Homer, Herodotus, Vergil, Cicero, and the Medievals as a
Rhetoric device. It is a way of teaching and an approach
to education which sees the world as interconnected.
Therefore a tangent from the current subject isn’t really
a diversion.
And it works! When a teacher strays from the main
point of a lecture because the subject at hand reminds
them of a story, the chances are that the concepts of that
lesson will stick in a child’s mind. A digressio acts as a
hook for the imagination and memory. It is the story that
the child brings to the dinner table, tells his friends, and
remembers. It unleashes curiosity. It becomes part of a
child’s education.

Daniel Foucachon
FOUNDER,
ROMAN ROADS
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ENCHANTING the ELVES
TOLKIEN’S GOSPEL INVERSION OF FAËRIE

BY DR. JONATHAN MCINTOSH
FELLOW OF HUMANITIES, NEW SAINT ANDREWS COLLEGE

I

n his famous essay “On Fairy-Stories,”
J. R. R. Tolkien defines fairy stories as being not
about fairies so much as they are about the land
of Faërie, that is, the “perilous realm” (which may
or may not be inhabited by actual fairies) into which
men will sometimes wander and where they find danger, adventure, and above all enchantment. In his epilogue to his essay, however, Tolkien turns the tables
somewhat to imply that, if the role of Faërie and of fairy
stories is to enchant and in that sense “redeem” those
who venture into them, there is another sense in which
both Faërie and fairy stories are themselves in need of
being saved. Thus, he explains how in the Gospel tales
of Christ’s Incarnation and Resurrection, God has not
only turned human history and reality into a fairy story, but just as interestingly, he has also made our fairy
stories in particular and our sub-creations in general
to be something entirely and eminently real. Apart from
such fulfillment, Tolkien leads us to believe, our fairy
stories, however beautiful and enchanting they may be
in their own right, would ultimately differ little from
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mere “Dreams,” stories, that is, in which (like fairy stories) “strange powers of the mind may be unlocked,”
but which in the end “cheat deliberately the primal desire at the heart of Faërie: the realization, independent
of the conceiving mind, of imagined wonder.” In the
Christian evangelium, accordingly, the realm of Faërie
itself gets treated to its own enchanting eucatastrophe,
a fact that better enables it to enchant us in our turn.
In this essay, I want to look at three examples of
how this theme of the “Gospel inversion” of fairy stories—the way, that is, the Gospel turns the tables and
subjects Faërie to its own kind of fairy story—shows up
within Tolkien’s own master fairy story, The Lord of the
Rings. Specifically, I will show how in what might be
distinguished as the three “mini-fairy stories” within The Fellowship of the Ring—Frodo’s encounter with
Gildor and his Elves in the Shire, Frodo’s experience
at Rivendell, and finally Frodo’s experience at Lothlórien—in each case Tolkien begins by presenting us
with a classic case of Faërie enchantment, only to then
“invert” the stock formula by using hobbits (in some
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ways a personification of Gospel weakness and lowliness) to “enchant” their elvish enchanters.
Before seeing how these three episodes meet Tolkien’s qualifications for a true fairy story (and how they
then go on to invert them), we need to first delineate
what some of these distinctive elements are. In his essay Tolkien describes “the realm of fairy-story” as
“wide and deep and high” and a place about which “it
is dangerous for [man] to ask too many questions, lest
the gates should be shut and the keys be lost.” As for
the inhabitants of this land, the fairies or “elves,” he
describes them as “put[ting] on a pride and beauty that
we would fain wear ourselves,” and their magic as that
of a “power to play on the desires of [man’s] body and
his heart.” Part of our desire for Faërie and for fairies, ironically, stems from their indifference towards
us: “elves are not primarily concerned with us, nor we
with them. Our fates are sundered, and our paths seldom meet. Even upon the borders of Faërie we encounter them only at some chance crossing of the ways.” As
Tolkien characterizes Faërie, in sum, it is a land where
the fairies or elves—proud, noble, and beautiful—are
entirely at home, and we are the tolerated strangers,
guests and beneficiaries of their hospitality, however
long it should last.
To turn, then, to The Lord of the Rings, perhaps the
most complete and self-contained fairy story in the
whole book is chapter three of The Fellowship of the Ring,
titled “Three’s Company” (the chapter could almost be
read on its own as a stand-alone fairy story). The chapter opens with Frodo needing to take a “journey” but to
an as-yet unknown destination. When Gandalf tells him
to head towards Rivendell, Frodo’s “heart was moved
suddenly with a desire to see the house of Elrond Halfelven, and breathe the air of that deep valley where many
of the Fair Folk still dwelt in peace.” Frodo’s home of
Bag End, by comparison, is described as “seem[ing] sad
and gloomy and dishevelled. Frodo wandered round the
familiar rooms, and saw the light of the sunset fade on
the walls, and shadows creep out of the corners.” Frodo,
in short, is in need of enchantment, and that’s exactly
what he gets when the travelers encounter Elves in the
Shire forest. When the hobbits are about to be discovered by a Black Rider, an eucatastrophe occurs when the
Elves arrive and scare the latter off with their singing.
From their song, which is about their own, longed-for
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but irretrievable past, Frodo is able to identify them as
“High Elves” and the “fairest folk,” few of whom still
remain in Middle-earth, making their meeting here a
“strange chance.” The starlight glimmers on their hair
and in their eyes, and though they “bore no lights,” they
seemed to radiant their own light like the moon. When
the Elves at last notice the hobbits, however, they “laugh,”
address Frodo by name and indicate a familiarity with
his traveling habits. When Frodo asks if they might travel together, the Elves inform him that they have “no need
of other company,” that besides the hobbits don’t even
know where the Elves are going, and jest with him that,
what is more, “hobbits are so dull.” Nevertheless, Gildor,
their leader, tells Frodo that although “it is not our custom,” nevertheless “for this time we will take you on our
road, and you shall lodge with us tonight, if you will.” As
the hobbits travel with the Elves, Sam wandered “as if in
a dream, with an expression on his face half of fear and
half of astonished joy.” After arriving at their destination, the village of Woodhall, the Elves at first “seemed
to take no further notice of the hobbits,” but then prove
quite hospitable, delighting the hobbits with food and
festivity. When Frodo refers to their surroundings as
“our Shire,” Gildor instructs him that “it is not your own
Shire,” for “[o]thers dwelt here before hobbits were; and
others will dwell here again when hobbits are no more.”
The following day, the hobbits awake to find themselves
deserted by the Elves, yet fed and fortified to continue
their journey to Rivendell.
As the above summary is meant to illustrate, the
chapter “Three is Company” represents a rather precise
illustration of many of the features of the ideal fairy story that Tolkien discusses in his essay and which I highlighted earlier. But now comes the Gospel twist, which is
that while the chapter gives us an excellent, even stock
example of “men” stumbling into and being enchanted
within the realm of Faërie, Tolkien also turns the tables
to some extent to have the high and mighty Elves also
receive a form of “enchantment” by the simple and lowly
hobbits. Although the first example of Elvish laughter is
at the hobbits’ expense, the second time the Elves laugh
is now at their own expense, when Frodo addresses them
formally but politely in their own language: “‘Be careful,
friends!’ cried Gildor laughing. ‘Speak no secrets! Here is
a scholar in the Ancient Tongue. Bilbo was a good master.
Hail, Elf-friend!’ he said, bowing to Frodo. ‘Come now
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pagan wisdom that “the strong do what they can while
with your friends and join our company!’” Later, Frodo
the weak suffer what they must,” he declares instead in
makes Gildor laugh once more when Frodo playfully and
much more Christian fashion that the quest of the Ring
proverbially “defamiliarizes” for Gildor the Elves’ own
“may be attempted by the weak with as much hope as
habit of giving overly-qualified counsel: “‘And it is also
the strong. Yet such is oft the course of deeds that move
said,’ answered Frodo: ‘Go not to the Elves for counsel,
the wheels of the world: small hands do them because
for they will say both no and yes.’ ‘Is it indeed?’ laughed
they must, while the eyes of the great are elsewhere.”
Gildor.” And toward the end of their conversation, when
And in Lothlórien, finally, while the Fellowship reGildor repeats the commonplace that “Elves have their
ceives rest and enchantment in the halls of the fairyown labours and their own sorrows, and they are litqueen herself, the Lady Galadriel, these roles also find
tle concerned with the ways of hobbits, or of any other
themselves reversed when it is Galadriel who becomes
creatures. Our paths cross theirs seldom, by chance of
the beneficiary of the “courtesy” of the hobbit Frodo
purpose,” he indicates that his puzzling encounter with
(and later, even by the dwarf Gimli).
Frodo has nevertheless altered his perspective at least
In conclusion, what each of these cases represents,
as much if not more than he has altered Frodo’s: “In this
as has been suggested, is a display
meeting there may be more than
“It
is
the
small
and
seemingly
of Tolkien’s own mastery of the
chance; but the purpose is not clear
to me, and I fear to say too much.” helpless and hapless Frodo and his fairy tale genre as he analyses it
in his essay, namely as stories of a
As Gildor dimly senses but does
fellow hobbits that . . . will turn out
sublime land of not merely physinot yet fully realize, it is the small
to
be
the
eucatastrophic
deliverance
cal but also emotional and even
and seemingly helpless and hapless
aesthetic peril, a place where man
Frodo and his fellow hobbits that,
of the very realm of Faërie itself.”
is a guest and may find his own
in their quest to destroy the Ring,
love for the natural world rekindled by a people at once
will turn out to be the eucatastrophic deliverance of the
mysterious, proud, noble, and beautiful. At the same
very realm of Faërie itself. In his last words to Frodo,
time, and has also been said, in each of these episodes
finally, Gildor gives expression to the reverse enchantwe witness another dimension to Tolkien, a uniquely
ment that has taken place when he returns Frodo’s earChristian dimension, in which he makes his own fairy
lier benediction: “I name you Elf-friend; and may the
stories undergo their own kind of eucatastrophe, by
stars shine upon the end of your road! Seldom have we
giving the high and noble Elves themselves an opporhad such delight in strangers, and it is fair to hear words
tunity for enchantment, only now by the mundane and
of the Ancient Speech from the lips of other wanderers in
familiar hobbits. In doing so, I submit, Tolkien capthe world.” They’ve gone from being “dull hobbits” who
tures something of his own, peculiar and paradoxidon’t know where the Elves are even heading to those
cal view, expressed in the epilogue to his essay, that in
who actually “delight” the Elves and treat them to a fresh
the Gospel fairy stories themselves are re-enchanted
“recovery” of the beauty of their own tongue.
through the simultaneous nobility and humility of that
Space forbids us from making a comparable study of
consummate Elf-hobbit, the God-man Jesus Christ.
The Fellowship of the Ring’s two other fairy-stories-inminiature, yet a brief word needs to be said about them
here. At Rivendell, in the chapter “Many Meetings,” Frodo is once more treated to a fairy story enchantment by
the Elves, yet in the following chapter, “The Council of
Jonathan McIntosh earned a Ph.D. in philosophy from the University of
Elrond,” it is the hobbit, Tolkien’s personification of the
Dallas with a dissertation on the creation metaphysics of Tolkien and
Pauline principle of God using seemingly “foolish” and
Thomas Aquinas. He is a fellow of humanities and assistant graduate direc“weak” things to confound the “strength of “wisdom” of
tor at New Saint Andrews College in Moscow, Idaho, where he also teachmen, who emerges as the key to unlocking all. Here it is
es courses on Tolkien. He blogs at jonathansmcintosh.wordpress.com.
Elrond who expresses the principle of Gospel inversion
Dr. McIntosh is working with Roman Roads Media to produce a new video
when, in a reversal of Thucydides’s famous dictum of
course on Tolkien’s works.
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EAVESDROPPING on the
GREAT CONVERSATION
LETTERS FROM OUR OWN CULTURAL HISTORY
ABOUT THE LIBERAL ARTS AND CLASSICS

LETTER FROM JOHN ADAMS TO HIS SON JOHN QUINCY ADAMS
URGING HIM TO READ THUCYDIDES.

Philadelphia, August 11, 1777
My dear Son,
As the War in which your Country is engaged will probably hereafter attract your Attention, more than
it does at this Time, and as the future Circumstances of your Country, may require other Wars, as well as
Councils and Negotiations, similar to those which are now in Agitation, I wish to turn your Thoughts early
to such Studies, as will afford you the most solid Instruction and Improvement for the Part which may be
allotted you to act on the Stage of Life.
There is no History, perhaps, better adapted to this usefull Purpose than that of Thucidides, an Author, of
whom I hope you will make yourself perfect Master, in original Language, which is Greek, the most perfect of
all human Languages. In order to understand him fully in his own Tongue, you must however take Advantage, of every Help you can procure and particularly of Translations of him into your own Mother Tongue.
You will find in your Fathers Library, the Works of Mr. Hobbes, in which among a great deal of mischievous Philosophy, you will find a learned and exact Translation of Thucidides, which will be usefull to you.
But there is another Translation of him, much more elegant, intituled “The History of the Peloponnesian War, translated from the Greek of Thucidides in two Volumes Quarto, by William Smith A.M. Rector of the Parish of the holy Trinity in Chester, and Chaplain to the Right Honourable the Earl of Derby.”
If you preserve this Letter, it may hereafter remind you, to procure the Book. You will find it full of
Instruction to the Orator, the Statesman, the General, as well as to the Historian and the Philosopher. You
may find Something of the Peloponnesian War, in Rollin.
I am with much Affection your Father,
John Adams
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LOGIC BROUGHT to LIFE
ANALYZING THE LIMITATIONS OF LOGIC, AND THE PLACE OF RHETORIC

BY JAMES B NANCE
VETERAN TEACHER, AUTHOR OF LOGIC AND RHETORIC CURRICULA

A

Students of logic speak this way, not to be confuss an author of the Introductory and Intermediing or obscure, but in order that such standardizing of
ate Logic curricula, and now of the forthcomstatements can make the logic clear. Translating arguing rhetoric textbook Fitting Words, I sometimes ponder the relationship between logic
ments in this way allows us to strip away the extraneand rhetoric, the last two parts of the Trivium. What
ous aspects of language—the skin of grammar and the
do they share? Where do they diverge? How can our
flesh of poetics—in order to expose the bare skeleton of
knowledge of one ilreasoning expressed
luminate our underin the argument. We
All non-liberal senators were voters for the bill.
standing of the other?
dissect arguments in
No Senator Schmidt was a voter for the bill.
Consider this. If
order to analyze their
Therefore,
no
Senator
Schmidt
was
a
non-liberal
senator.
structure more easyou study formal logily, to find their sylic, and even more so
if you teach it, you will at times find yourself speaklogistic form and determine their validity.
ing in unusual ways. You might start with an arguBut such analysis, though useful for the logic stument like this: “Everyone voted for the bill except the
dent, is not at all rhetorically persuasive because, unmost liberal senators, so Senator Schmidt must be a
like logic, rhetoric must have the audience in mind.
liberal, since he didn’t vote for the bill.” Applying the
Logic does not concern itself with an audience; it cares
only about truth. But the goal of rhetoric is the persuatools of logic, you will find yourself translating this relsion of people, and people are persuaded by more than
atively clear bit of reasoning into something strange:
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logic. We appeal to the head through the heart. The art
of rhetoric puts flesh onto the bones of bare reasoning,
that we may lead others to truth in personal—indeed
human—ways. Rhetoric, so to speak, is logos incarnate.
Let me explain this further.
Rhetoric teaches us the three artistic modes of persuasion: logos, ethos, and pathos. Logos is the persuasive appeal to logic. In this first mode of persuasion,
we apply the principles and methods learned in logic
for the inventing of arguments. These are tools we can
use to firmly establish the truths contained in our
speech. The other two modes of persuasion inform us
of the personal aspects of rhetoric. Ethos is the mode
of persuasion achieved by the personal character
of the speaker. Is the speaker likeable and credible?
Does he or she demonstrate good sense, good moral
character, and good will toward the audience? Do I
find myself wanting to believe the message because
I trust the messenger? Pathos is persuasion achieved
by putting the audience into a proper emotional frame
of mind. Now, let me hasten to add that this mode of
persuasion does not allow for an improper manipulation of emotions. Rather, by pathos we acknowledge
that our hearers are human, and thus we may properly
appeal to different emotions in different situations. It
was appropriate for Jonathan Edwards to arouse in
his congregation a fear of divine wrath. It was right
for Patrick Henry to provoke in his fellow Virginians
feelings of indignation toward England and loyalty toward their homeland. The same is true for the great
orators in Scripture. Paul in his epistle to Philemon
appeals to pity, affection, confidence, and more as he
urges Philemon to receive Onesimus back, no longer as
a slave but as a dear brother.
The art of rhetoric gives us and our students the
skills by which we may breathe life into logical arguments. It teaches us to speak in a way that is a blessing to others, that we may benefit our neighbor through
our words. This is what our rhetoric should lead us to,
persuasively presenting the truth by speaking the truth

the art of rhetoric we preach to those bones, so that our
premises and conclusions may come rattling together,
that the flesh of poetics and beauty may come upon them,
and that the breath of life may enter in.
* “The Tables Turned,” 28.

This article originally appeared in Classical Conversations’ Writer’s Circle,
December 2015. James Nance earned a bachelor’s in mechanical engineering from Washington State University in 1984, worked for Boeing for
five years, and then taught logic, rhetoric, calculus, physics, and doctrine
at Logos School in Moscow, Idaho, for twenty-four years. During that time
he developed several curricula, including the award-winning Introductory
and Intermediate Logic. Jim and his wife, Giselle, have four children and
one grandson.

See Fitting Words on page 26
to learn more about James Nance’s
new Rhetoric curriculum.

in love (Eph. 4:15).
So logic is a tool of analysis, slicing words apart and
pinning their pieces down so that we may study their
structure, but as William Wordsworth warns us, “We
murder to dissect.”* Perhaps. Such analysis may indeed
take the life out of language and show us its bones. But by
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PLUNDERING
the EGYPTIANS

I WILL GIVE THIS PEOPLE FAVOR IN THE SIGHT OF THE EGYPTIANS, AND IT
SHALL BE, WHEN YOU GO, THAT YOU SHALL NOT GO EMPTY-HANDED. BUT
EVERY WOMAN SHALL ASK OF HER NEIGHBOR, NAMELY, OF HER WHO DWELLS
NEAR HER HOUSE, ARTICLES OF SILVER, ARTICLES OF GOLD, AND CLOTHING;
AND YOU SHALL PUT THEM ON YOUR SONS AND ON YOUR DAUGHTERS.
SO YOU SHALL PLUNDER THE EGYPTIANS. —EXODUS 3:21-22; 12:35-36

BY WESLEY CALLIHAN
AUTHOR OF THE OLD WE S TE RN CULTURE SE RIE S

D

oes secular literature have any value for a
Christian? There are so many good books by
Christians—why should we waste our time
with anything else? For many Christians,
this is a genuine question, and deserves a considered
answer. Here it is.
First, the apostle Paul himself sets an example of
being familiar with pagan literature and using it for
the glory of God in the spread of the gospel. In Acts
17:28, he quotes to the Athenians from two pagan
Greek poets. “In Him we live and move and have our
being” is from De Oraculis, a work by the 7th century B.C. Cretan poet/philosopher Epimenides, and the
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following line, “we are also His offspring,” is from The
Phenomena, written in the 3rd century B.C. by Aratus. The same line is found in the Hymn of Zeus by
Cleanthes. Notice that Paul is clear about what he is
doing—“as also some of your own poets have said.” In
Titus 1:12, he again quotes the De Oraculis, in making
a point about the wickedness of certain deceivers, and
says in the next verse, “this testimony is true.” Paul’s
statement in 1 Timothy 6:10 that the love of money is the root of all kinds of evil is a quotation from
a Greek philosopher—Diogenes the Cynic. Some may
remember him as the one who went around in broad
daylight with a lantern—looking for an honest man.
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and superstitious fancies and heavy burdens of unIt is important to note that the quotations above
necessary toil, which every one of us, when going
were not made by Paul for the purposes of refutation.
out under the leadership of Christ from the felThey were all cited with approval—not of the author,
lowship of the heathen, ought to abhor and avoid;
but of the statement.
but they contain also liberal instruction which is
In Acts 26:14, Paul tells Agrippa that Christ’s words
better adapted to the use of the truth, and some
to him on the Damascus road were, “It is hard for you
most excellent precepts of moralto kick against the goads.” The educated
If
we
are
to
join
ity; and some truths in regard even to
Agrippa would have recognized the althe worship of the One God are found
lusion to the play Agamemnon by AePaul, Augustine, and
schylus, one of the greatest playwrights. the Reformers in the work among them . . . These, therefore, the
Christian, when he separates himThe line in the play refers to an old man
of
plundering
the
self in spirit from the miserable felfighting a losing battle against forces
Egyptians, we must know lowship of these men, ought to take
more powerful than he. Paul takes that
away from them, and to devote to their
which was familiar to his culture and
where the gold is kept.
proper use in preaching the gospel.
uses it for the spread of the true gospel.
If we jump ahead to the Reformers, we find them
But of course, if we are to join Paul, Augustine, and
following Paul’s example. They were thoroughly versed
the
Reformers in the work of plundering the Egyptians,
in secular literature and used it to their great advanwe must know where the gold is kept.
tage. In Calvin’s Institutes, we observe how willingly
he quotes secular authors—Homer, Aristotle, Plato,
Galen, Cato, Cicero, Horace, Josephus, Juvenal, LucreWesley Callihan has taught the classics for nearly two decades. He guides
tius, Ovid, Plautus, Pliny, Plutarch, Seneca, Suetonius,
students in “plundering the Egyptians” through the Old Western Culture
Virgil.
curriculum, which covers the great books of Western civilization. Wes
Later, the Puritans were just as thoroughly versed
has a history degree from the University of Idaho in Moscow, where he
has taught at Logos School and New Saint Andrews College. He has also
in classical literature. John Rainolds was recognized in
taught at Veritas Academy in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and has developed
his lifetime as one of the most learned men in Elizacurriculum for a number of Christian Schools.
bethan England. He was one of the instigators of the
Hampton Court Conference which led to the King James
Version of the Bible, and became one of the principal
Find out more about
translators. He was president of Corpus Christi College
Old Western Culture
at Oxford, was Greek Reader in the same college, and
on pages 20–24
lectured on classical authors, notably Aristotle’s book
on Rhetoric. He was renowned for his erudition in the
classical languages and authors, and for his formidable
opposition to the heresies of his day.
Augustine’s metaphor, in On Christian Doctrine, for
using pagan literature was perhaps the best. Commenting on Exodus 3 (quoted above this article), he had
this to say:
If those who are called philosophers, and especially the Platonists, have said aught that is true
and in harmony with our faith, we are not only not
to shrink from it, but to claim it for our own use
from those who have unlawful possession of it . . .
all branches of heathen learning have not only false
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FEEDING the DRAGON

THE REALM OF FAIRY-STORY IS WIDE AND DEEP AND HIGH AND FILLED WITH
MANY THINGS: ALL MANNER OF BEASTS AND BIRDS ARE FOUND THERE;
SHORELESS SEAS AND STARS UNCOUNTED; BEAUTY THAT IS AN ENCHANTMENT,
AND AN EVER-PRESENT PERIL; BOTH JOY AND SORROW AS SHARP AS SWORDS.
—J. R. R. TOLKIEN, ON FAIRY STORIES

BY C .S. GALBRE ATH
WINNE R OF THE SCRIBE NDA SUMME R E SSAY CONTE ST

T

place, we find it necessary to ask the following question: Do we ever outgrow fairy tales?
It is an interesting question, to be sure, but in asking it I think we are getting a bit ahead of ourselves.
Before we endeavor to determine whether or not we do
outgrow fairy tales, should we not first ask ourselves
whether or not we can?
The really interesting thing about fairy stories is
their versatility, their potency, their ability to convey so
much with so little. Like Willy Wonka’s Everlasting Gobstoppers, you can suck at them as long as you like and
they lose neither their wonder nor their flavor. Stranger
still, a single, simple story may taste entirely different
to you than it does to someone else. Where I taste strawberry, you may taste grape, or even peppermint.

here is a certain something about fairy tales
that keeps us coming back for more. It’s quite
puzzling, really, when you think about it: we
know these stories so well, and yet we never
tire of hearing them. By all accounts, we ought by now
to be thoroughly sick of their tropes, their “once upon
a times,” and their “happily ever afters.” They ought to
nauseate us with their overuse. But they don’t. Even
after all this time, they send shivers down our spines.
“In that realm,” Tolkien writes, “it is dangerous . . .
to ask too many questions. There are, however, some
questions that one who is to speak about fairy-stories
must expect to answer, or attempt to answer, whatever
the folk of Faërie may think of his impertinence.” And
so, at risk of offending the residents of that enchanted
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Take, for example, a simple but iconic fairy tale figure: a monkey with wings. (L. Frank Baum’s stories
are not quite fairy tales, of course, but recent interest has launched them to a similar level of iconicity,
so the example will more than suit our purposes.) For
many, perhaps most, this image brings to mind a 1930
film starring Judy Garland, The Wizard of Oz. However,
it may also conjure up images of three prior american
films (one of them silent), a later Japanese anime adaptation, or even of The Wiz, a little-known but much-loved
African American version of the tale, and then there are
more recent films such as Oz the Great and Powerful.
Of course, many will think of immediately of Baum’s
novels, particularly The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. Some,
however, will think instead of Gregory Maguire’s version, Wicked: the Life and Times of the Wicked Witch of
the West, or perhaps of its musical adaptation. The list
goes on through dozens of plays, musicals, video games,
and other influences on pop culture.
What, then, shall we deduce from this? Has the
original story become so muddled and diluted that its
power has been lost? Quite the opposite. The fact that
a single story can mean so many things to such a wide
range of people, the fact that it has infiltrated every
crevice of our culture and society, is nothing short of
astonishing. And all this from Dorothy, who did not
even exist before 1900! If she and her yellow brick road
have done this in 100 years, it is impossible to fathom
what Snow White and her apple have done in over twice
that time.
It is important to note that the countless adaptations of each fairy tale are not driven, as most would
assume, by some widespread desire on all our parts to
hear the stories retold in slightly different ways. Retellings derive not from audiences, but from storytellers who need to tell us something. We use fairy tales to
say the really, really important things, the things that
plain, old, un-magical words just can’t handle. Fairy
tales, you see, are a medium, not a message. We use
them to communicate, and, miraculously, nearly everyone seems to understand them. They are, perhaps,
the one truly universal language. They are deep-seated, rooted in the dark places of our very beings, and so
when we use them to communicate our thoughts and
ideas, others understand and absorb those ideas at a
deeper level that cannot quite be put into words.

ROMAN ROADS

When you really think about it, fairy stories are
monstrous things. We have added to them for centuries, imbuing them with new meaning and making
them ever more iconic and pervasive. They are twisted
into the very fabric of civilization, like a wisdom tooth
with roots so convoluted that it can never be yanked
out, and so all you can do is cross your fingers and hope
it won’t cause any problems. Each story carries with it
a tidal wave of sentiments, morals, and interpretations,
and each time we borrow their symbolism to communicate a message of our own, we add another drop to
that looming monsoon. If our world were fairy land,
the fairy tales would be a dragon slumbering beneath
us, growing larger and larger as we fed it on our inexplicable fascination. I wonder, sometimes, that we have
not yet been crushed under their weight. But one thing,
I think, is certain: fairy tales will outgrow us long before we outgrow them.

ANNOUNCING THE 2016

Scribenda

SUMMER ESSAY CONTEST
Put your thinking cap on, and write an essay in answer to the question below! The
winning essay will be featured in the 2017
issue of Digressio, and win a $100 Amazon gift card!

Why do we love
superheroes?
For more information & guidelines, visit
www.romanroadsmedia.com/scribenda.
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COMMONPLACES
QUOTES FOR COPIOUSNESS

A rhetorical concept closely related to ethos is copiousness, from
the Latin copia, meaning abundance. Copiousness is the idea of being
full of true thoughts and wise words. To develop the intellectual
ethos of copiousness, you must prepare the speaker more than the
speech, storing up truth and goodness within yourself so that you
naturally overflow with good and true words to others.
One practical piece of advice for growing in copiousness is
to keep a commonplace book, a place to store insightful quotes,
delightful phrases, or notable thoughts that you come across or
that occur to you. Keep your pencil at the ready as you read, noting
any witticism or wisdom you come across, which if you are reading
the right books should happen often.
—JAMES NANCE, FITTING WORDS (SEE PAGE 25)

SAMUEL JOHNSON

TEDDY ROOSE VELT

“A man who uses a great many

“Nothing in the world is worth

words to express his meaning is

having or worth doing unless it

like a bad marksman who, instead

means effort, pain, difficulty . . .

of aiming a single stone at an

I have never in my life envied a

object, takes up a handful and

human being who led an easy

throws at it in hopes he may hit.”

life. I have envied a great many
people who led difficult lives
and led them well.”

BLAISE PASCAL

C.S. LEWIS

“There is pleasure to be on board
a ship battered by a storm, when

“Every age has its own
outlook. It is specially good

we are certain that it will not
perish: the persecutions buffeting
the Church are of this kind.”

at seeing certain truths
and specially liable to make
certain mistakes. We all,
therefore, need the books
that will correct the charac-

ST. AUGUSTINE
“For the fullness of our happiness,
beyond which there is none else,
is this: to enjoy God the three in

teristic mistakes of our own
period. And that means the
old books.”

LIVY
“The study of history is the best
medicine for a sick mind; for in
history you have a record of the
infinite variety of human experience plainly set out for all to
see; and in that record you can
find yourself and your country
both examples and warnings;
fine things to take as models,
base things rotten through and

whose image we were made.”

through, to avoid.”
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PHEIDIPPIDES
“PHEIDEIPPIDES” IS A SHORT STORY BY OLIVIA MARSTALL, A THIRTEEN-YEAROLD ASPIRING NOVELIST AND STUDENT USING THE OLD WESTERN CULTURE
CURRICULUM. THE STORY IS WRITTEN FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF HEISTANES,
AN ATHENIAN SOLDIER ABOUT TO FIGHT THE BATTLE OF MARATHON.

BY OLIVIA MARSTALL

L

ooking back on that day, I realized I never expected to win. No one did. The Persians would
annihilate us, no matter how hard we fought.
That was the inevitable outcome. We were going to fight because we refused to lie down and let the
Persians walk on us, not because we thought we had the
slightest chance.
“See you in Hades, Nes.” a comrade said, slapping
my back. “No you won’t.” I retorted. “I’ll be resting in
Elysium, while you’re stumbling around in eternal
darkness.”
That was our way of quenching our rising fear. Fear
that we would never again see our wives, children, fathers, mothers, and the countless other innocents we
fought for. We were terrified, and so we joked. We all
laughed uproariously and caused trouble, until we
were told off, like a group of boys in school.
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All of us, that is, except Pheid. He went about with
a quiet assurance that astounded us. Now, as my companions and I boisterously shoved each other and
quipped, he watched us quietly, sitting on the ground,
tending his weapons.
I flopped to the ground beside him, my armor clanking. “Think I’ll see you in Elysium, Pheid?” I asked. He
smiled at me. We were good friends, had been since
boyhood. I was the one who had given him his nickname, and he had given me mine. Pheidippides and
Heistanes had sounded too formal to our young ears.
“That’s the will of the gods, Nes.” Pheid said, rubbing
a whetstone along the edge of his blade. “We’re hardly
heroes worthy of the honor, but maybe someday.”
Another of our comrades swaggered up to join us.
We called him Karos, because of his love for wine. He
had been Karos for so long, no one remembered his
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birth name. Karos was a big guy, and a bigger braggart,
but he was no coward, and an inspiration to us all.
“Pheid still believes we’ll make it?” he rumbled.
I nodded. Karos scoffed and rolled his eyes. “You’re
crazy, Pheid.” Karos laughed, his broad shoulders and
deep chest shaking. “Just heard from the commander.
Darius is bringing his Immortals and a full infantry.”
My heart sank. Darius’ Immortals were . . . “Unstoppable.” I breathed. I glanced up at Karos. For the first
time since I’d met him, his face looked grim. He knelt
beside me, and began absentmindedly scratching letters into the dirt with the tip of his dagger. I looked
over, and saw he had written Φελιχια.
“Who’s Felicia?” I asked. Karos jerked his head up
to look at me, clearly shocked. I gestured at the marks
he’d made. He appeared to notice them for the first
time. Embarrassed, he scuffed them away with his
boot, and stood. “Best of luck.” he grumbled, before
walking off.
I turned to Pheid. “Do you think Felicia is his beloved?” I asked. Pheid shook his head. “I have met Karos’
wife. Her name is Aglaia. Perhaps a child.” I frowned.
“Karos is . . . married?” The thought was bizarre.
Pheid nodded. “To a lovely and steady-minded
young woman, no less.” I shook my head sadly. “Just
another maiden who is waiting for a husband who will
never return.”
Pheid sighed, but it was not unkind. “Why do you not
believe me?” he asked. “I tell you, the Persians shall lose
thirty-two times the men we shall, and we will win!”
I smiled faintly and gently slapped his shoulder.
“Whatever you say, Pheid.” I chuckled, but my voice
caught, and it came out more like a sob.
Pheid gripped my arm and spoke, his voice quiet,
but forceful. “Heistanes, listen to me. The Persians are
infidels, barbarians, godless scum. We have the gods
on our side, and the justness of our cause. I swear to
you . . . ” he said, clenching my shoulder. “I swear, on
the honor of my name, that we will win. And the honor
of Pheidippides is no small thing.”
I almost believed him. I wanted to. But the odds were
just too overwhelming. There was no way we could survive this.
“If the gods were on our side.” I said, standing, and
breaking free from his grip, “They would have sent the
Lacedaemonians. Ill-omens, hah!”
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Pheid watched me go, his face sad. Perhaps if more
of us had believed him, we wouldn’t have needlessly
thrown ourselves into battle so recklessly, knowing
what he had. How he knew, none could say. Perhaps
Athena whispered in his ear. However he had known,
Pheid was right.
Our small army advanced on the Persians’, vastly
outnumbered .We formed a pincer, strong side flanks
and a weaker middle. The Persians were fooled and
marched right into our trap. We cut off their escape and
trapped them. The swamps were dyed red with barbarian blood. Pheid had been completely correct, even
down to the finals tally. Thirty-two times more Greeks
than Persians died that day. One hundred, ninety-two
Greeks. Over six thousand, four hundred Persians.
After the battle, I ran to find Pheid. My friend had
got into battle with Karos last I’d seen. I found him surrounded by our comrades, all whooping and cheering.
Pheid’s face was covered in sweat and grime, and he
had a nasty gash over one eye, but he was grinning.
I didn’t even slow down, but crashed straight into
him, wrapping my arms around him as he staggered,
and picking him up, like he was a child.
“Pheid!” I roared. “How did you do it? We won! I don’t
believe it! The Persians are defeated! We won!” I babbled joyfully, bashing him on the back. To his credit,
Pheid never even said ‘I told you so.’ He just laughed
and cheered along with the rest of us.”Where’s Karos?”
I laughed. “There will be drinking tonight!”
Suddenly, silence. No one spoke. No one even smiled.
I looked from stony face to stony face. “Pheid, did
Karos . . . ” I didn’t finish my question. I didn’t need to.
Pheid nodded and quietly said, “He took on three
Immortals single-handedly, to draw them away from
some of the younger soldiers. He killed two before one
of the infidels stabbed him in the back.”
I yanked my helmet off and let it fall to the ground
with a thud. I stood bareheaded in honor of our unrestrainedly loud-mouthed, undeniably brash, unbelievably courageous, friend. A cool breeze brushed the hair
from my filthy face as I bowed my head in remembrance.
We built a burial mound for our fallen warriors, a hill
standing on the plain, a permanent testament to the
courage of our lost friends. “They will be remembered
as heroes for all eternity.” I murmured as we stood before the hill. “Their spirits shall rest in Elysium.”
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do this, but,” he shrugged, “I will give it all I have. If
Pheid chuckled softly. “Oh, I don’t know about that.
it pleases the gods, I shall run my swiftest, and save
Karos always said he couldn’t stand the thought of livour city.”
ing Elysium. Too boring for him, he said. He thought the
“Pheid, it doesn’t have to be you! Send the swiftest
fields of Punishment sounded more exciting.” I smiled.
man, or the most enduring!” I pleaded, fearing for my
“Perhaps Hades will employ him as a man-at-arms.
friend’s life. Surely he would die of exhaustion someHe’d be happy to do that, as long as the wine is good.” I
where along the way. Pheid shook his head. “Don’t you
slapped Pheids shoulder and walked off. Alive or dead,
see, Nes? Speed and endurance have nothing to do with
Karos certainly made a stir. He was probably down in
this. It takes faith. Faith in the gods. Faith in the imHades causing trouble for the poor Lord of the Dead.
possible. I have faith. I will make it to Athens, and warn
I was the soldier who delivered the harsh news to
them. But I must start now.”
Karos’ wife, some time later. After much wondering, I fi“Well spoken.” the commander murmured. Pheid
nally learned who his Felicia was. His only child, a little
shed his unnecessary armor, slung waterskins over his
daughter, had died of illness only a month before we met
back, and calmly walked toward the mountain pass. I
the Persians. Perhaps Karos had been preparing himself
felt a shadow of sorrow darken my
to meet his little girl.
They
said
no
man
could
stop
heart, though I could not say why.
After we completed the burial
rites, our commander called the
the Persians, but we did. Now Perhaps I knew, even then, that I
would never see my friend again.
army together. “Men of Athens.” he
you say no man can do this,
At the top of the ridge, he looked
said. “Brave warriors. You have shown
but,
I
will
give
it
all
I
have.
If
it
back. It seemed to me that his face
yourselves to be honorable here, and
pleases the gods, I shall run my looked sad, but sure. Perhaps he
have done what seemed impossible.”
knew that which I feared, was true.
We grinned and slapped each othswiftest, and save our city.
I raised my spear high in the air and
er on the back. “But.” the commander
shouted, “Pheidippides!”
continued. “Out task is not over. The Persians are sailThe army behind me did the same, first one, then
ing to attack Athens. It will be the massacre of Miletus,
another, hefting their spears and yelling his name. The
only a thousand times more horrific, because the Athemountains echoed with our voices. And then he was off.
nians had the audacity to rise against the Persians.”
I never saw my friend again. When we reached AthNo one was smiling now. The fate of Miletus had
ens a few days later, I learned that he had done the imbeen terrible. The thought of such evil striking our bepossible. He had run the distance from Marathon to
loved Athens was dreadful to all of us.
Athens in a single day.
“Unless . . . ” the commander paused. No one moved.
He arrived in Athens and gasped out his message,
A still settled over the swamp, as we waited, anticipatbefore collapsing to the ground, dead. The Athenians
ing his words, our only hope for our city. “Unless somehad time to prepare, and when the Persians arrived,
one can warn them. I need a man to run from here to
they were waiting. The Persians were vanquished,
Athens, to bring the news. Who will go?”
thanks to my friend.
No one spoke. No one stepped forward. To run from
I have set down his name, so his courage will never
Marathon to Athens, in time to warn the Athenians?
be forgotten. Pheidippides was the greatest man I will
Impossible.
ever know. To this day, I see the influence of my friend,
“I will go.” a voice said. I closed my eyes, hoping
in my life, and the lives of all the others who knew him.
that if I could not see the volunteer, I could pretend he
He had been right, about the Persians, about the race
hadn’t spoken.
from Marathon. Most of all, he was right about faith.
“Your name?” the commander said. “Pheidippides.”
Because that’s all that matters. Not strength, speed,
my friend said. I lunged forward, desperate. “Pheid, no!
wisdom, money, power, none of it. All it takes is faith.
This is madness, no man can do it!””
Faith in the impossible.
Pheid smiled calmly at me. “They said no man could
—Heistanes of Athens
stop the Persians, but we did. Now you say no man can
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FLIPPED CLASSROOM COURSES

OMAN ROADS MEDIA was founded with a simple goal: to bring the
riches of classical Christian education to homeschoolers.
Much of the classical Christian curriculum published in the last decade was developed by educators, for educators, with
brick-and-mortar classrooms in mind. This
often left parents with materials that were
difficult to use in a homeschool setting.
Our vision is to equip families with quality curriculum taught in the classical tradition, from a Christian perspective, designed
with the homeschooler in mind from beginning to end. We specialize in video courses
because we believe this is the most effective
way to learn from a master teacher in a format that allows parents to learn alongside
their children. At the crossroads of old and
new, we use the latest technology to teach
in the time-honored and proven tradition of
classical learning, a tradition that includes
both pedagogy (the Trivium) and content
(the canon of Old Western Culture). We encourage parents to watch the video lessons
with their children, allowing them to stay involved in the learning process without having to undertake the full weight of teaching.
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W

ondering how Roman Roads curriculum will fit into the plan for
your student’s education? This table
shows you at a glance what grade

and age levels our courses are designed for and
what credit needs they can meet. Since every title
can be used for multiple grades, your family will
find the flexibility you need with our products.

SUBJECT

CREDIT

GRADE/AGE*

LENGTH

OLD WESTERN CULTURE
YEAR 1: THE GREEKS

Humanities
(History/Literature)

1 Social Studies
+ 1 English

Grades 9–12/
Ages 14 and up

1 year
(4 one-quarter units)

OLD WESTERN CULTURE
YEAR 2: THE ROMANS

Humanities
(History/Literature)

1 Social Studies
+ 1 English

Grades 9–12/
Ages 14 and up

1 year
(4 one-quarter units)

OLD WESTERN CULTURE
YEAR 3: CHRISTENDOM

Humanities
(History/Literature)

1 Social Studies
+ 1 English

Grades 9–12/
Ages 14 and up

1 year
(4 one-quarter units)

OLD WESTERN CULTURE
YEAR 3: EARLY MODERNS

Humanities
(History/Literature)

1 Social Studies
+ 1 English

Grades 9–12/
Ages 14 and up

1 year
(4 one-quarter units)

Grades 7–10/
INTRODUCTORY LOGIC
Logic
1 Math or Science
			
Ages 12 and up

1 semester or 1 year

Grades 7–10/
INTERMEDIATE LOGIC
Logic
1 Math or Science
Ages 12 and up
			

1 semester or 1 year

Grades 9–12/
FITTING WORDS
Rhetoric
1 English
Ages 14 and up
			

1 year

Grades 6–9/
GRAMMAR OF POETRY
Poetry
½ English
Ages 10 and up
			

1 semester or 1 year

Grades 6–12/
VISUAL LATIN 1
Latin
1 Foreign Language
Ages 10 and up
			

1 year

Grades 6–12/
VISUAL LATIN 2
Latin
1 Foreign Language
Ages 10 and up
			

1 year

Grades 7–12/
DAVE RAYMOND’S AMERICAN HISTORY
History
1 Social Studies
Ages 11 and up
			

1 year

Grades 9–12/
DAVE RAYMOND’S MODERNITY
History
1 Social Studies
Ages 14 and up
			

1 year

Grades 9–12/
ECONOMICS FOR EVERYBODY
Economics
½ Economics
Ages 14 and up
			

1 semester

*While the courses were originally designed for these grade levels and ages, older students and even
adults can benefit from any series, especially if they have not studied the subject material before.
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WHAT TO STUDY WHEN

H U MANITIE S

( H I S TO RY/ LI T E R AT U R E )
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OLD WESTERN CULTURE
A CHRISTIAN APPROACH TO THE GREAT BOOKS

““I

n our time,” writes C.S. Lewis, “something which was once the possession of
all educated men has shrunk to being
the technical accomplishments of a few
specialists.” Lewis called that possession “Old
Western Culture.” Modern education has fallen
from great heights, and an ideological chasm
separates post-enlightenment society from the
centuries that preceded it.
We study the humanities to understand the
foundation we stand on. Our vision for the Old
Western Culture curriculum is to begin recovering
what centuries of Christian thinkers have considered the foundation of the liberal arts, a “free
man’s” education.
On a practical level, this means reading the
books our fathers read—the “Great Books.” It
means understanding their historical context and
the consequences of their ideas. It means enjoying
the beauty of the poetry, narratives, and stories of
our past. It means becoming more human.
From the moment you start the first video lesson, Wes Callihan guides you each step of the way. At
the end of every lesson, students are given a reading
assignment from the original works and guidance
about what to look for in the text. The workbook provides questions to help students engage thoughtfully
with the lectures and reading
assignments.
Students also complete
a short essay each quarter
to further explore the ideas
they are learning. Two exam
versions allow students to
practice before taking each
unit’s final exam. The exam
packet includes a teacher’s guide and answer key
for parents or self-taught
students.
We greatly encourage parents to use
this curriculum with their children for their own
benefit and enjoyment!
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AT A GLANCE
• Complete, four-year Great Books curriculum for high school and beyond
• Video (DVD/Blu-ray/streaming) lectures
by master teacher Wes Callihan
• Two humanities credits: history (or social
studies) and literature (or English) for
each year-long, four-unit course
• Included in each unit: 12 video lectures,
student workbook with answer key (PDF),
guide to the art, reader (PDF), and recommended nine-week schedule
• Optional printed workbook and reader
available for purchase
• Short essay assignment and final exam
for each unit
• Award winning: The Old Schoolhouse
Blue Ribbon, Cathy Duffy’s 102 Top Picks,
Practical Homeschooling Reader Award.
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unit 1: the epics
The two great poems of Homer—the Iliad and the Odyssey—have influenced just about every great author in the
Western tradition. How should we approach these monuments of Western culture from a Christian perspective?
Veteran teacher Wesley Callihan guides students through
the world of Homer, steering the reader through the plot,
poetic devices, background, philosophy, history, and beauty
of the poems. GRADES 9–12

The Epics course (DVD or Blu-ray +
Streaming + materials) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
No reader for this unit. Richmond Latimore
translations recommended.

unit 2: drama and lyric
Ancient Greek playwrights Sophocles, Aeschylus, Euripides,
and Aristophanes wrote some of the earliest comedies and
tragedies known to the Western world. This course covers
their major works and intruduces Greek lyric poetry from the
same era, including passages by Pindar, Sappho, and Quintus
of Smyrna. A lecture on the minor epic poetry of Hesiod is
also included as a complement to The Epics. GRADES 9–12

Drama & Lyric course (DVD or Blu-ray
+ Streaming + materials) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

unit 3: the histories
Introduces three of history’s most influential early historians:
Herodotus, the “Father of History,” and his masterpiece, The
Histories, which inquiries into the origins of the Greco-Persian Wars; Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War and
its forays into the earliest expressions of political philosophy; and Xenophon’s Anabasis, which chronicles ten thousand
Greeks soldiers’ treacherous journey home through enemy
territory. GRADES 9–12

The Histories course (DVD or Blu-ray
+ Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

unit 4: the philosophers
Covers the most important works of Plato (Apology, Crito,
Phaedo, Phaedrus, and Republic) and Aristotle (Metaphysics,
Ethics, and Poetics), and introduces students to ideas that
Western Civilization has wrestled with for over two thousand
years. Wesley Callihan unpacks concepts, dispels misconceptions, and explains how the Christian church and society at
large have been influenced by the ideas of these men—both
for good and for ill. GRADES 9–12

The Philosophers course (DVD or Bluray + Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

COMPLE TE YEAR ONE VIDEO CURRICULUM $224
ROMAN ROADS
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YEAR ONE: THE GREEKS

H U MANITIE S
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H U MANITIE S

( H I S TO RY/ LI T E R AT U R E )
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OLD WESTERN CULTURE
YEAR TWO: THE ROMANS

unit 1: the aeneid
Vergil’s Aeneid profoundly influenced both Roman society
and medieval Christianity. Wesley Callihan guides student
through the plot, poetic devices, background, philosophy,
history, and aesthetics of the poem, as well as its lasting
influence on Western culture and civilization. The Roman
epics of Ovid, Lucretius, Lucan, and Statius finish the course,
allowing students to have a well-rounded perspective on
Roman epics and their influence. GRADES 9–12

The Aeneid course (DVD or Blu-ray +
Streaming + materials) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
No Reader for this unit.
Workbook includes reading for
Lecretius, Lucan, and Statius.

unit 2: the historians
Students read important works Livy, Tacitus, Sallust, Julius Caesar, Plutarch, Quintilian, and Cicero that chronicle
the early history of Rome from monarchy through republic
to empire. Discover how the Roman philosophy of history
shaped lives and culture, how Roman historians recognized
signs of cultural decay in their own day, and how early persecution played a critical role in the spread of Christianity
throughout the empire. GRADES 9–12

The Historians course (DVD or Blu-ray
+ Streaming + materials) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

unit 3: early christianity
Introduces students to the writings of the post-apostolic
authors and their historical context. The historian Eusebius
chronicles the persecutions of the early Christians. Early
theologians such as Irenaeus defends the faith against various false doctrines. Students also read from the Apologists,
Clement of Alexandria, and Justin Martyr, as well as one of
the earliest Christian text after the close of the Canon, the
Didache. GRADES 9–12

Early Christianity course (DVD or Bluray + Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

unit 4: nicene christianity
Introduces students to the creeds and councils of the early Church. Wesley Callihan guides students through Augustine’s Confessions and City of God, and selections from
Chrysostom, Athanasius, and Boethius. Learn how Roman
Christians viewed themselves as paganism fell, Augustine’s
defense against the accusations that Rome fell because
she abandoned the gods, and Athanasius’s influence on the
Council of Nicea. GRADES 9–12

Nicene Christianity course (DVD or
Blu-ray + Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

COMPLE TE YEAR T WO VIDEO CURRICULUM $224
ROMAN ROADS
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unit 1: early medievals
Students learn about the Middle Ages through the writing of
Procopius, the last great historian of the Roman world; study
the development of monasticism, which preserved learning
and culture after the Roman Empire fell; and discover the
central role that Irish Christians (St. Patrick, Bede, and others) played in the spread of the gospel. Enjoy the timeless
tales of Beowulf, Alfred and Great, and the origins of the
Arthurian legend. GRADES 9–12

Early Medievals course (DVD or Bluray + Streaming + materials) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

unit 2: defense of the faith
A look at one of the most misunderstood periods of history. The unit begins with Anselm’s theological defense of
the faith as he explains his ontological argument for the existence of God. Monmouth’s History of the Kings of Britain
sets the background to the Crusades. Finally, students learn
about the Crusades themselves, both the good and the bad,
including harrowing tales of Vikings escaping Constantinople
and knights fighting for the faith. GRADES 9–12

Defense of the Faith course (DVD or
Blu-ray + Streaming + materials) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

unit 3: the medieval mind
Wes Callihan guides students through the basics of Thomas
Aquinas’s Summa Theologica, which greatly influenced later
theologians and philosophers. Students journey through
Dante’s conception of Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise in The
Divine Comedy, exploring medieval concepts of guilt, atonement, beauty, and the cosmos, and meet many classical characters Dante uses in his allegory to explore human nature, as
well as the politics of his day. GRADES 9–12

The Medieval Mind course (DVD or
Blu-ray + Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

unit 4: the reformation
Introduces students to the great minds of the Reformation:
Calvin, Luther, Cranmer, and Erasmus. Wesley Callihan and
Dr. Chris Schlect team up to lay a solid foundation for students to understand the origins and struggles of the Reformation as well as its theology and influence. Students will
read part of Calvin’s Institutes of the Christian Religion, as well
as Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales and Spenser’s Faerie Queene.
GRADES 9–12

The Reformation course (DVD or Bluray + Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

COMPLE TE YEAR THREE VIDEO CURRICULUM $224
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Coming 2017

OLD WESTERN CULTURE
YEAR FOUR: EARLY MODERNS

unit 1: rise of england
Shakespeare takes center stage as students explore his sonnets and plays as well as his impact on the English language
and people. Works covered include Macbeth, Henry V, and A
Midsummer Night’s Dream. The course then covers philosophers Bacon and Descartes and metaphysical poets Donne
and Herbert. The unit ends with Milton’s great Christian epic,
Paradise Lost, and the impact it left on the English speaking
world. GRADES 9–12

Rise of England course (DVD or Bluray + Streaming + materials) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

unit 2: the enlightenment
The Enlightenment changed the direction of Western
thought and marked the beginning of the end of “Old Western Culture.” Learn about both the good and bad effects
of this era Wes Callihan affectionately calls “The Endarkenment” through the works of Locke, Newton, Dryden, Rousseau, Burke, Jefferson, and Paine. Also covers the romantic
poets—Coleridge, Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley, and Keats.
GRADES 9–12

unit 3: the victorian poets
Wes Callihan introduces students to the works and fascinating stories of some major English Victorian authors—
Scott, Stevenson, Kipling, Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, Rosetti, Poe, and Hopkins. Students then travel back across
the ocean with de Toqueville’s Democracy in America, and
then look at the French Revolution through Hugo’s Les
Miserables. GRADES 9–12

unit 4: the novels
Old Western Culture wraps up with a study of some of the
great novels. Students look first at Dickens’s heartwarming
A Christmas Carol, and then turn to Dostoevsky’s darker Russian tale, The Brothers Karamozov. A study of Austen’s Pride
and Prejudice looks at both the story and the social setting.
After a look at the works of Chesterton and Lewis, Wes
Callihan concludes with a recap of all of Old Western Culture.
GRADES 9–12

The Enlightenment course (DVD or
Blu-ray + Streaming + materials) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

The Victorian Poets course (DVD or
Blu-ray + Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

The Novels course (DVD or Blu-ray +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (most assigned reading)
PDF: FREE | Kindle: $1 | Print: $22

COMPLE TE YEAR FOUR VIDEO CURRICULUM $224
ROMAN ROADS
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Introductory Logic

AT A GLANCE

The Fundamentals of Thinking Well
This classic logic curriculum lays the proper foundation for
reasoning from the truth of God, then train students in the
crucial skills of defining terms, determining the truth of statements, discerning and constructing valid arguments, identifying informal fallacies, and more. By providing students with
fundamental standards for rational thought, logic helps them
excel in every subject they study. GRADES 7–10

• One or two-year logic curriculum for
grades 7-10
• Video lectures on DVD by author James
B Nance
• Introductory Logic: Text by James Nance

Introductory Logic Student Text $29
Introductory Logic Teacher Edition $32
Introductory Logic DVD $85
Introductory Logic Test & Quiz Packet $10

and Douglas Wilson
• Intermediate Logic: Text by James Nance
• Separate teacher’s editions with full stu-

$156

dent text + extensive instructional guid-

Introductory Logic Complete Package $110

ance and suggested schedules for semester- or year-long courses

Intermediate Logic

• Test packets with quizzes, unit tests,
and comprehensive exam (two forms for

Mastering Propositional Logic
This modern logic provides the powerful tools of truth tables
and truth trees to deconstruct propositional statements to
determine validity, consistency, equivalence and more, then
teaches how to derive conclusions from premises using the
rules of formal proof. Building on this foundation, students
apply these tools to actual chains of reasoning, gaining insight into a variety of subjects, from arguments in the Bible
up to modern digital electronics. GRADES 7–10

tests and exams)
• Save $46 (nearly 30%) with purchase of
complete package
• Get more information on live, flippedclassroom Logic instruction:
romanroadsmedia.com/classroom

Intermediate Logic Student Text $29
Intermediate Logic Teacher Edition $32
Intermediate Logic DVD $85
Intermediate Logic Test & Quiz Packet $10
$156
Intermediate Logic Complete Package $110
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R HE TOR IC

FITTING WORDS

“R

hetoric: To teach, to move, and to
delight using truth, goodness, and
beauty.”
What is rhetoric, and why do we
need it? The short answer is that God created us
as people of words, and He wants us to use them
appropriately. “A word fitly spoken is like apples
of gold in settings of silver” (Prov. 25:11). Rhetoric
is the art of using words well, and is measured by
our ability to teach men the truth, to move men
to goodness, and to delight men with verbal beauty. Effective speaking and writing is informative,
powerful, and elegant.

AT A GLANCE
• Full year curriculum in 30 lessons on the
history, theory, and practice of rhetoric
• Practical exercises in oratory, memory,
delivery, and the modes of persuation
• Written assignments and exercises
• Extensive examples from Scripture,
ancient classical texts, and speeches
throughout history
• Speech Judging Sheets

FITTING WORDS

• 9 exams

Instructs students in the art of classical Rhetoric, providing them with tools of communication that will equip them
for life. Intended for high school students and above, Fitting Words is a complete curriculum covering a year of instruction. In this course, students will learn the theory of
using words well, study the greatest speeches of all time,
and practice the skills of effective oratory. GRADES 10–12

• Video lectures on Blu-ray and online
streaming covering every lesson, with
extra examples, historical illustrations
and footage, as well as assigments for
mastery. Taught by the author, James
Nance

Fitting Words Textbook * $59
Fitting Words Student Workbook † $24
Fitting Words Video Course (Blu-ray + streaming) $89
Fitting Words Answer Key ‡$22
Fitting Words Exam Packet $10

• 1 English Credit
• Save $44 (over 21%) with purchase of
complete package

$204
Fitting Words Complete Package $160
* Recommended for each student.
†
Required for each student.
‡ May be copied for whole family.
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AT A GLANCE
• 1-semester course developed at classical
education pioneer Logos School in Moscow, Idaho
• 30 lessons with instruction on 10 tropes
• Video lectures on DVD or online stream-

““W

e are people of the Word,” says
Douglas Wilson, “and therefore
we should be people of words,
and that means understanding
how poetry works.” We don’t teach our children
poetry because we expect them to be poets any
more than we teach math expecting mathmaticians. Learning the building blocks of poetry allows students to interact with language at a deeper
level and to become better writers and speakers.

ing by master teacher Matt Whitling
• Student activities for every chapter

GRAMMAR OF POETRY

• Glossary of terms
• Examples from Shakespeare to tonguetwisters
• Save $31 (nearly 24%) with purchase of
complete package

Grammar of Poetry is the ideal introductory course for students and teachers discovering the art of poetry. As a grammar, it teaches the fundamentals of poetry from scansion
and rhyme to more advanced concepts such as spatial poetry
and synecdoche. Using the classical methodology of imitation (advocated by educators including Quintilian and Benjamin Franklin), this text allows students to become active
participants as they learn the craft of writing poems. It also
offers practical tips and helps, including how to use a rhyming dictionary, how great writers use figures of speech effectively, and even when to break the rules. Its goal is to show
students how to capably interact not just with poems, but
with language in any situation. GRADES 6–9

Grammar of Poetry Student Text $22
Grammar of Poetry Teacher’s Edition $24
Grammar of Poetry Video Course (DVD + steaming) $85
$131
Introductory Logic Complete Package $100
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L ATIN

VISUAL LATIN

T

he natural method of language learning
is a visual and oral approach, much like
we learn our own mother tongue. The
traditional method is a grammatical approach, where students learn the rules of grammar and parts of speech. By combining these two
mothods, Visual Latin appeals to almost all learning styles. Add Dwane Thomas’s sense of humor,
and you end up with kids begging to do more Latin!

AT A GLANCE
• 2-year curriculum for grades 6–12
• Video (DVD or steaming) lectures by
master teacher Dwane Thomas
• Engages students through clarity and
humor
• 3 short videos on grammar, sentences,

VISUAL LATIN

and reading per lesson

Visual Latin lessons pair three videos with worksheets and online flashcards to guide students from grammar concepts, to
practice sentences, to reading in Latin. Kids everywhere love
it! Dwane Thomas is a Latin magician: he’s spent over 15 years
turning students into Latin speakers and readers. His secret?
He’s one of those unique teachers who makes learning difficult subjects fun and enjoyable. Thousands of children have already been transformed through his magic: let yours be next.
From our partner Compass Classroom. GRADES 6–12

• Worksheets with Latin Vulgate Bible
translations (PDF)
• Weekly quizzes
• Online vocabulary flashcards
• Save $40 (20%) with purchase of twoyear package

Visual Latin 1 Videos (DVD or streaming) $100
Visual Latin 2 Videos (DVD or streaming) $100
$200
Visual Latin 1 Two-Year Package $160
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DAVE RAYMOND’S
AMERICAN HISTORY

AT A GLANCE

Veteran history teacher Dave Raymond gives a comprehensive history of the United States by applying a Christian
worldview to the characters, events, theology, literature,
art, and religious beliefs of the nation. History is best understood through the dual lenses of dramatic story and
godly wisdom. An engaging class for Middle School and High
School students. GRADES 6–12

• Each course is a 1-year curriculum with
26–27 lessons
• 5 videos (DVD or streaming) per lesson (10–15 minutes each) from master
teacher Dave Raymond

Dave Raymond’s American History Videos
(DVD or streaming) $120

• 4 projects
• 400-page student reader (PDF)

Roman Roads discount price $89

• Teacher’s guide with scope and sequence
• Weekly exams

Coming Fall 2016

• 1 history credit

DAVE RAYMOND’S MODERNITY

• Save $31 (nearly 26%) off list price of

Dave Raymond turns his attention to the period of Modernity and the maturity of Western civilization. Students will
learn how to apply and refine a Christian worldview to major developments in philosophy, science, and government;
personalities such as Newton, Bach, Napoleon, and Austen;
and movements including the Enlightenment, Darwinism,
nationalism, and Victorianism. From our partner Compass
Classroom. GRADES 9–12

each course

Dave Raymond’s Modernity Videos
(DVD or streaming) $120
Roman Roads discount price $89
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ECONOMIC S

ECONOMICS FOR EVERYBODY

E

conomics is generally approached as
an inductive science—a boring, mathematical dissection of past events. But
properly understood, economics is a fascinating examination of human actions and the
cause and effect these actions have as we use them
to form society. Students will learn how the true
science of economics is built on axioms derived
from the classical study of human society and how
these axioms are then used as deductive stepping
stones to form economic laws. At the center of our
study lies the Word of God which rules over our
interpretation of these laws.

AT A GLANCE
• 1-semester high school course
• 12 lessons
• Video (DVD or steaming) lectures by
master teacher R. C. Sproul, Jr.
• 100s of fun and interesting clips from
old fims and cartoons
• Study guide with short answer questions, discussion questions, and recommended additional reading

ECONOMICS FOR EVERYBODY

• Scope & Sequence with answer key

An insightful and entertaining exploration of the principles, practices, and consequences of economics. Thoroughly unconventional,
it links entrepreneurship with lemonade, cartoons with markets, and
Charlie Chaplin with supply and demand. It’s funny, clever, profound
and instructive all in one place. If you’re confused about teaching
economics, or are just looking for a great homeschool economics
curriculum, this is the place to begin. RC Sproul, Jr.’s consummate
teaching is illustrated with hundreds of fun and interesting clips
from old movies, cartoons, and instructional videos. The goal of
this series is to make learning economics interesting and enjoyable.
From our partner Compass Classroom. GRADES 9–12

(PDF)
• Save $9 (25%) off list price

Economics for Everybody Videos (DVD or streaming) $45
Roman Roads Sale Price $36
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A

“flipped classroom” is one in which the
lessons or lectures traditionally delivered in class are watched at home, and
the time normally spent doing homework occurs live with the instructor. The way
this works at Roman Roads Classroom is that
students use our video-based curriculum during

the week, and meet for discussion, guidance, and
extra instruction with their teacher and a small
group of students via live online video classes. This extra interaction will help your family
bridge the gap between the recorded expertise
of our courses and the real-time instructional
needs of your student.

THE ROMAN ROADS FLIPPED CLASSROOM
2016 -2017 c l a s s o f f e r i n g s
Learn more about our course offerings and instructors at romanroadsmedia.com/classroom.
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FLIPPE D CL A SS ROOM COU R S E S

SÖDERMALM

www.romanroadsmedia.com
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